
Our French Bastille Day. 

 
I convey my condolences to all the friends and families of the victims of the attack launched 
on Holey Bakery Restaurant 1st July. I wrote this message in June. Since then, this horror 
happened.  
 
This is why I decided that we would not celebrate our National Day as we traditionally 
celebrate 14th July: it would not have been appropriate, considering that the country is in 
mourning.  

It remains that 14th July is an opportunity for me to recall our relation with Bangladesh and 
to comment our challenges. 

France and Bangladesh are old friends. France is part of the so-called “old continent”, 
Europe, having played an important role in the European history. Bangladesh is part of the 
Asian continent, with a very particular place between Eastern Asia and the Indian world, and 
therefore with an important role to play too, as a bridge for the integration of the region. 
France and Bangladesh are different, but we have many fields in common. 

France has a long history, that enabled us to build our institutions and to shape our national 
spirit step by step. Now, our country is strong, France is a pillar of the European Union, and 
my country is one of the five permanent members of the United Nations Security Council. 
These positions mean that we face huge responsibilities: we are fully committed to 
addressing the challenges our world will have to cope with in the coming decades.  

Among the many challenges France is committed to addressing, energy transition is a very 
important one: we have been living in the last two centuries in a world born from the 
industrial revolution in western countries. Our linear economic model lays on a never-ending 
search for producing more, increasing our national product, earning more. But what is the 
finality, if at the end of the day, access to water, food, and therefore health and education 
are challenged? That’s the reason why we have to consider that a new model has to be 
invented. We must invent a circular economy, based on low carbon emission, in order to 

avoid the massive destruction of our planet, and therefore to make it possible for our 
mankind to continue to live in the environment our earth offers to us. As Bangladesh is 
becoming a middle-income country, it will have to be part of this revolution, all the more as 
Bangladesh is one of the first continental countries exposed to the impact of climate change. 

Another challenge that we are facing is extremism: unfortunately, intolerance has become a 
global brand. France has a secular model, that we want to preserve as the number-one value 
of our society. We consider that religion is a private issue and we refuse religion to force the 
public debate. We will never accept the dictatorship of those who kill on behalf of religion. 
We will always fight terrorism and violent extremism. This is what we do in the Middle-East, 
in Africa, but also in France and in Europe. Here in Bangladesh, we observe that the country 
has to face the tremendous challenge of violent extremism. Our world is global and this 
threat is also a global threat. We must fight it together. 

Our third challenge is Europe: we respect the British choice to leave the European Union. 
But we must draw the consequences of this choice. The European institutions and our 
national leaders must consider their mistakes. We must shape a new European Union, with a 

vision and a project for Europe. We must shape a transparent and comprehensive European 



Union, a strong European Union focusing on the welfare of the European citizens, a EU 

protecting its business community, encouraging its research and technology, and a Union 
capable of protecting itself from the threats. From a French point of view, a lot remains to 
be done in order to ensure that the EU will become this comprehensive institution taking 
everybody on board. There is no other option in order to preserve peace: a divided Europe 
has only brought wars in the past centuries. Here in Bangladesh, we will soon have a 
collocated Embassy with Germany. We are proud to say that, after World World 2 and only 
two generations, our relation with Germany is a strategic relation and a force that we have 
developed within the European Union. We have shown the world that the past is one thing, 
but the future is ours. We will build a new European Union. 

Bangladesh is also committed in its march towards the future. France is supporting 

Bangladesh in this project. Building a country needs embracing the diversity of the national 
sensibilities and perceptions, as they are all what Bangladesh is. Our own experience taught 
us that freedom of expression, diversity and strong institutions are key-factors for 
development. Sharing our experiences and technologies, cooperating for a better 
understanding of the environment and thus for a better anticipation of the future, 
supporting Bangladesh in some key-projects is our way to accompany Bangladesh in its 
march towards the future. 

Vive la France et Vive le Bangladesh! 

H.E. Sophie Aubert, Ambassador of France to Bangladesh 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


